THE GREAT PIANISTS

WEEK ONE: INTRODUCTION

What Makes a Pianist Great? | The Instruments They Play | Some Noble Pioneers

WEEK TWO: LISTENING TO PIANISTS, PART 1

Comparative listening of multiple pianists playing the same composition

WEEK THREE: LISTENING TO PIANISTS, PART 2

More comparative listening

WEEK FOUR: EARLY GIANTS

Sergei Rachmaninoff | Josef Hofmann | Leopold Godowsky | Artur Schnabel

Benno Moiseiwitsch | Josef Lhévinne

WEEK FIVE: 20TH CENTURY WORTHIES

Arthur Rubinstein | Vladimir Horowitz | Alfred Cortot | Emil Gilels | Clifford Curzon | Rudolf Serkin

WEEK SIX: AMERICAN HEROES AND GRAND WOMEN

Leon Fleisher | Byron Janis | Gary Graffman | Julius Katchen | Van Cliburn | Murray Perahia

Martha Argerich | Alicia de Larrocha | Clara Haskil | Gina Bachauer

WEEK SEVEN: MAVERICKS AND MIRACLE WORKERS

Glenn Gould | Sviatoslav Richter | Maurizio Pollini | Arturo Michelangeli | András Schiff | Claudio Arrau

WEEK EIGHT: TO THE FUTURE

Igor Leavit | Paul Lewis | Yuja Wang | Lang Lang | Benjamin Grosvenor | Daniil Trifonov | Evgeny Kissin